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EVS™– Guaranteed-to-Clean!

 

Here are some best practices in the use of your EVS presentation product.

DO DON’T

Solvent (Ketone) based dry-erase markers. Egan Visual 

recommends BIC Great Erase Bold dry erase markers.

Do not use Low odor water-based markers. These take longer to 

maintain a clean surface.

Do not leave EVS dusty and dirty as this can build up to a 

Remove all dry-erase markings from surface with an EganCloth 

before applying spray glass cleaner such as Windex™.

Do not spray glass cleaner on markings on surface. Remove all 

markings before cleaning.

Regular cleaning with a recommended spray glass cleaner and 

residue, that can impede dry-erase performance.

Do not use a non glass cleaner product when cleaning as it may 

leave a residue.

Use isopropyl rubbing alcohol 90% to remove stubborn marks 

and residue.

Maintaining Versa Surfaces—Dust Free and Clean

Remove dry-erase markings and dust 

paper towel. EganCloth traps and removes 

dust from the whiteboard.

Remove any residual smudging or dirt with 

spray glass cleaner and wipe clean with 

EganCloth or paper towel. 

Stubborn marks may be removed with 

90% isopropyl rubbing alcohol. 

scribble of EganMarker, wait a minute, then 

use an EganCloth to clean.

EVS features

Matte White Finish

High Performance Dry-Erase

No Ghosting

Guaranteed-to-clean

10 Year Surface Warranty

Low Gloss and Low Glare

Superior Data Projection

No Shadowing

Dust-Free Whiteboarding with EganCloth

Egan Visual Presentation Surface is EVS

Projection Dry-Erase

Design

Environmentally responsible design, quality, value and timeliness. Egan Visual has been certified to have established, documented, implemented and maintains 
a Quality Management System as well as an Environmental Management System. Egan Visual is the leader in visual communication systems and professional 
quality presentation boards and an exclusive manufacturer of EVS. For more information visit egan.com.


